Mean pulse profiles and polarization parameters at 435, 660 or 1500 MHz obtained using the ATNF Parkes radio telescope are presented for 66 southern pulsars. About half of these pulsars were discovered in the Parkes southern pulsar survey and most have no previously published polarization parameters. Where possible, beam impact parameters and inclination angles are computed assuming a circular beam geometry and the rotating-vector model. Implications of the results for models of the pulse emission mechanism are briefly discussed.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Much of our understanding of the pulse emission process and, in particular, the beaming of pulsar radiation has come from the study of mean pulse profiles and their polarization. Early studies showed that mean pulse profiles often had two prominent peaks separated by a saddle region, leading to the hollow-cone model for pulsar beaming. Polarization observations of the Vela pulsar (Radhakrishnan & Cooke 1969 ) associated this cone with radiation from the vicinity of a magnetic pole and led to the rotating-vector model to describe the sweep of polarization position angle (PA) through the pulse. Backer (1976) recognized the common occurrence of a central or 'core' component in mean profiles and the fact that this component often had somewhat different properties from the outer or 'conal' emission. Rankin (1983) suggested that the emission mechanism for the core component was different from that of the conal emission, whereas Lyne & Manchester (1988) argued that there is merely a gradation of properties from the inner to the outer parts of the emission cone. Four-and five-component profiles are also observed, and Rankin (1993) has proposed that these originate in a double-cone beam geometry. High-quality observations (e.g. Kramer 1994) show an even larger number of components in some pulsars. An alternative interpretation of such multiple-component pulsars in terms of a 'patchy cone' has been argued by Lyne & Manchester (1988) and Manchester (1995) . In most pulsars, the PA of the linearly polarized emission has the form expected on the basis of the rotating-vector model, at least when the presence of orthogonal modes is recognized (Stinebring et al. 1984) . Significant deviations are observed in a few cases, and especially in millisecond pulsars (Navarro et al. 1997 ).
In the rotating-vector model, the observed position angle, w, the inclination angle of the beam axis, a, the inclination angle of the line of sight, z, the radius of the conal beam (assumed circular), r, and the pulse longitude, f, are related as follows: tanðw ¹ w 0 Þ ¼ sin f sin a sin z cos a ¹ cos z sin a cos f ; 
where w 0 is the PA of the projected direction of the pulsar rotation axis, 2Df is the observed pulse width, and b ¼ z ¹ a is the impact parameter, or minimum angle between the line of sight and the beam axis (Lyne & Manchester 1988 ). These equations can be used to estimate the inclination angle of the beam axis, a, if r is known. Probably the best estimate of this is given by Gould (1994) :
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where P is the pulsar period in seconds.
In applying these equations (Table 2 , later), we have taken the pulse width 2Df to be the limit of detectable emission; in a number of cases, this is significantly greater than the 10 per cent width given in Table 1 (later). We have also assumed that a Յ 90Њ and that the sign of b is determined by the sign of the PA swing. Placing a in the other hemisphere corresponds to either swapping from an 'inner' line of sight (between the magnetic axis and the closest rotational pole) to an 'outer' one, or reversing the sense of rotation of the neutron star.
The uncertainty in a is dominated by the validity of the assumptions made, especially the assumption of a circular beam of radius given by equation (4). The reliability of these assumptions is difficult to gauge. For example, if the beam is a wide cone, as suggested for the class of young and highly polarized pulsars by , then the assumptions and the derived a values are completely wrong. Pulsars for which this may be the case have been flagged in Table 2 .
Extensive polarimetric observations of southern pulsars have previously been reported by Hamilton et al. (1977; 400 MHz) , McCulloch et al. (1978; 640 MHz) , Manchester, Hamilton & McCulloch (1980; 1612 MHz) , Costa, McCulloch & Hamilton (1991; 600 MHz) and, more recently, van Ommen et al. (1997; 800 and 950 MHz) . The present work follows that of Wu et al. (1993; 1560 MHz) and Qiao et al. (1995; 660 and 1440 MHz) , where polarization profiles were given for 45 and 61 pulsars, respectively.
In this paper we give mean pulse profiles and polarization parameters for 66 southern pulsars at frequencies around 435, 660 and 1500 MHz. About half of these pulsars were discovered in the Parkes southern pulsar survey Lyne et al. 1998 ) and most of them have no previously published polarization observations. Unlike the previous observations by Wu et al. (1993) and Qiao et al. (1995) , which used a filter-bank polarimeter, the observations reported in this paper use the Caltech correlator (Navarro 1994; Navarro et al. 1997 ) to provide both frequency resolution and polarimetric information. This system provides both higher time resolution and more accurate calibration than that used previously.
Observational techniques are described in Section 2, mean pulse profiles and polarization data are presented in Section 3, and the results are discussed in Section 4. Rotation measures were also obtained for those pulsars with significant linear polarization; these will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D A N A LY S I S
Observations were made using the Parkes 64-m telescope of the Australia Telecope National Facility between 1996 August 31 and September 5. Three different receiving systems with central frequencies of 435, 660 and 1500 MHz and bandwidths of 32, 32 and 128 MHz, respectively, were used. All three systems used cryogenically cooled dual-channel FET pre-amplifiers receiving orthogonal linear polarizations. A new feed translation system at the 290 R. N. Manchester, J. L. Han and G. J. Qiao ᭧ 1998 RAS, MNRAS 295, 280-298 focus of the telescope made it possible to change frequency rapidly, but did not allow rotation of the feed, and so all observations were made at a fixed feed angle. Observations were calibrated with respect to Hydra A, assumed to have flux densities of 124, 85 and 40 Jy at the three frequencies. System equivalent flux densities were about 100, 120 and 40 Jy, respectively, at the three frequencies. After amplification and (for 1500 MHz) conversion to an intermediate frequency, the signals were fed to the Caltech correlator (Navarro 1994) . Auto-and cross-correlation functions were formed with 128 lags in each quadrant, and each of these was folded synchronously with the apparent pulsar period into a 1024-bin array. These data were integrated, typically for 90 s, and then transferred to a Sparc 20 workstation for further processing. After correction for the non-linearities arising from the correlator two-bit digitization, the lag data at each pulse phase were transformed into the frequency domain using a fast Fourier transform and calibrated. Narrow-band interference was also rejected at this point. An observation consisted of a sequence (typically 16 or 32) of such sub-integrations. Stokes parameters were then derived and corrected for parallactic angle, ionospheric Faraday rotation and, if known, interstellar Faraday rotation. The ionospheric electron content was computed using the model of Chiu (1975) . Further details on the calibration are given by Navarro et al. (1997) . Data were then dedispersed into a number of sub-bands, typically 16, and written to disk. For weaker pulsars, data were also summed to reduce the number of bins per period to 256 or 128.
In off-line analysis, data from each observation were summed to form two sets of Stokes parameter profiles for the upper and lower halves of the bandpass. Rotation measures were then determined by taking weighted means of position angle differences for bins where the uncertainty in PA was less than 10Њ. After correcting for Faraday rotation across the band where necessary, the sub-band data were summed to form the final profile. For highly dispersed and weakly polarized profiles, we searched in rotation measure for a peak in the linearly polarized intensity
. The search range was at least Ϯ10 DM rad m ¹2 , where DM is the dispersion measure in cm ¹3 pc. If a significant peak was found, the sub-band data were summed with correction for the Faraday rotation to form the upper and lower bandpass profiles and a final value of the rotation measure determined from the PA differences as described above. Pulse widths and mean polarizations were then computed from the final profiles.
R E S U LT S
Total-intensity and polarization profiles for the 66 pulsars are given in Fig. 1 . Table 1 summarizes the observational parameters for each pulsar. The columns in order are: pulsar J name, pulse period in milliseconds, central frequency and bandwidth of the observation, number of bins across the profile, observation time in seconds, mean flux density of the pulsar, fractional mean linear polarization, fractional mean circular polarization, fractional mean absolute value of the circular polarization, estimated error in the fractional polarizations, pulse width at 50 per cent of the peak, and pulse width at 10 per cent of the peak.
Beam parameters, given in Table 2 , are derived using equations (2)- (4) for those pulsars where the extent of the conal emission is relatively unambiguous and there is a measurable PA gradient near the beam centre. Columns in order are: pulsar J name, full width of the detectable emission, maximum rate of PA swing near the beam centre, beam radius (from equation 4), and the derived inclination angle of the magnetic axis, a, and impact parameter, b, respectively. Estimated uncertainties in a and b are based on assumed uncertainties of 10 per cent in beam radius and PA swing rate, and 1Њ in pulse width 2Df.
The remainder of this section consists of a brief discussion of the relevant points for each pulsar.
PSR J0108¹1431 (661 MHz). This nearby pulsar (Tauris et al. 1994 ) is rather weak but highly linearly polarized with only a slow variation in PA across the pulse. This may indicate a large impact parameter, b, which could account for the very low luminosity of this pulsar. PSR J0133¹6957 (658 MHz). The profile has two distinct peaks, with the first component having a very sharp leading edge. Both components have significant linear polarization and the PA variation is 'S'-shaped, indicating that we are seeing the whole conal beam. Significant circular polarization is observed and there may be a reversal near the pulse centre.
PSR J0134¹2937 (435 MHz). This short-period pulsar has a highly linearly polarized profile with a gentle PA swing across the profile. In fact, the maximum PA rate is ϳ1:0, the minimum value possible in the rotating-vector model. The derived impact parameter is therefore equal to the beam radius (Table  2) . Weak right-circular polarization is seen over the whole profile. Note that the pulsar has a weak unpolarized leading component. This pulsar apparently belongs in the same class as the Vela pulsar and other highly polarized short-period pulsars (Qiao et al. 1995) which may be emitting a wide conical beam . If this is true, the circular beam assumption made above is not valid and the beam parameters given in Table 2 are misleading.
PSR J0211¹8159 (661 MHz). The pulse profile for this pulsar has a sharp central component with weak leading and trailing components (cf. D'Amico et al. 1998). Weak right-circular polarization is observed in the central peak but the linear polarization is of marginal significance.
PSR J0255¹5304 (B0254¹53) (434 and 659 MHz). This pulsar has double conal components, and has been observed at 636 MHz (McCulloch et al. 1978) , 1612 MHz (Manchester, Hamilton & McCulloch 1980) and 950 MHz (van Ommen et al. 1997) . Our observation at 661 MHz has much better sensitivity and time resolution than that of McCulloch et al. (1978) . Weak linear polarization is detected at all frequencies. The PA variation appears complex with indications of an orthogonal mode transition just after the pulse centre. At 434 MHz, left-circular polarization is marginally detected in the trailing component. However, at higher frequencies, the circular polarization is evidently right-hand.
PSR J0459¹0210 (436 and 661 MHz). Profiles observed at the two frequencies are quite similar, with a broad but relatively weak leading component. Weak linear polarization is just detected and appears to have a slowly increasing PA. Right-circular polarization is strong (ϳ25 per cent) in the trailing component.
PSR J0520¹2553 (658 MHz). The double-peaked profile of this pulsar (D'Amico et al. 1998 ) has only weak linear and circular polarization.
PSR J0536¹7543 (B0538¹75) (436 and 663 MHz) . This pulsar has a high degree of linear and circular polarization with a classic 'S'-shaped PA variation, and was observed principally as a system check. Previous observations have been published by Costa et al. (1991; 600 MHz) , Qiao et al. (1995; 660 and 1440 MHz) and van Ommen et al. (1998; 800 and 950 MHz) . Our observations (Fig. 1) have better signal-to-noise ratio and time resolution than these earlier observations. The higher resolution shows the two trailing components more distinctly. At 436 MHz, these components are relatively strong compared with higher frequencies. At 661 MHz there is evidence that the leading broad feature is composed of four or five overlapping components. The main difference with earlier observations is the significant left-circular polarization at 661 MHz in the leading part of the pulse before the switch to right-circular polarization in the trailing half.
PSR J0540¹7125 (436 MHz). This profile probably has three components, with the leading one the strongest. Significant linear polarization is observed with a decreasing and probably 'S'-shaped PA curve. Circular polarization is observed over the whole profile, and changes sense near the middle of the pulse. These properties indicate a near-central cut across the emission beam; the derived impact parameter, b, is ¹1Њ : 2 (Table 2 ). The observed pulse width is significantly more than twice the beam radius, r, for a pulsar of this period (Table 2) , giving a ϳ 42Њ.
PSR J0742¹2822 (B0740¹28) (434 and 660 MHz). Polarization profiles at 631, 1420, 1612, 800 and 950 MHz have previously been observed by McCulloch et al. (1978) , Lyne & Manchester (1988) , Manchester et al. (1980) and van Ommen et al. (1997) , respectively, with much lower time resolution. Rankin (1990) states that this pulsar has core-single properties, but Kramer (1994) presents a 1.42-GHz profile with very good signal-to-noise ratio and time resolution and finds seven distinct components. This pulsar cannot be accommodated into a simple cone-core model, and argues that the observed pulse is the leading side of a wide conal beam.
Our observations at 434 and 660 MHz confirm the high linear polarization over most of the profile (except the extreme tail) and slow but decreasing PA slope through the profile. Many components are observed, supporting the 'patchy cone' model (Lyne & Manchester 1988) , although, at 434 MHz, the profile is smoother and fewer components can be distinguished. This almost certainly is because sub-pulse widths are greater at lower frequencies (Gould 1994) , smearing over the more complex variations visible at higher frequencies.
In agreement with earlier observations, at 660 MHz the profile has weak but significant right-circular polarization right across it. Right-circular polarization is also detected at 434 MHz, but it is much weaker, with a mean fractional polarization of only about 2 per cent (Table 1) .
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᭧ 1998 RAS, MNRAS 295, 280-298 PSR J0856¹6137 (B0855¹61) (432 and 658 MHz). Like several of the following pulsars, this pulsar was discovered in the Second Molonglo Survey and has no previously published pulse profile or polarization observations. It has a simple pulse shape with weak linear polarization near the pulse centre at both frequencies. No circular polarization is detected.
PSR J0857¹4424 (658 MHz). This pulsar has a wide profile with a hint of weak leading and trailing features. Only weak linear polarization is observed at the centre of the profile.
PSR J0924¹5302 (B0922¹52) (657 MHz). This pulsar has two main components, with the trailing and stronger one having significant linear polarization. The circular polarization evidently changes sense near the middle of the pulse.
PSR J0934¹5249 (B0932¹52) (658 MHz) . This profile appears to have two unresolved components. Strong linear polarization with a linearly decreasing PA and weak left-circular polarization are observed in the trailing half of the profile. It can be interpreted as a grazing cut on the conal emission, giving the parameters listed in Table 2 . Our observations suggest weak left-circular polarization across the profile, but van Ommen et al. (1997) find stronger rightcircular polarization at 950 MHz.
PSR J0942¹5657 (B0941¹56) (658 MHz). The pulse profile and polarization of this pulsar are similar to those observed at 1411 MHz by Qiao et al. (1995) except that the leading component is relatively stronger. The maximum sweep PA rate occurs somewhat after the pulse peak, suggesting that some of the trailing conal emission may be absent. The observed pulse width is less than that expected on the basis of the circular beam model (Table 2) , reinforcing this interpretation. In this case, a may be less than 90Њ.
PSR J0955¹5304 (B0953¹52) (658 MHz). These observations are of better quality than those of Qiao et al. (1995) and van Ommen et al. (1997) , and show the profile to have a triple form with a strong central or core component. The position angle is nearly constant across the profile except near the pulse centre; most probably, there is an unresolved rapid swing of PA and the impact parameter is small. Left-circular polarization is observed in the core component.
PSR J1001¹5507 (B0959¹54) (654 MHz). The profile in Fig.  1 has better signal-to-noise ratio and resolution than those in earlier papers (Hamilton et al. 1977; McCulloch et al. 1978; Manchester et al. 1980) , but is comparable to that presented by van Ommen et al. (1997) . Weak linear polarization with an apparently constant PA is seen across the pulse. Circular polarization is seen in the middle part of the profile and changes sense near the centre. These characteristics suggest that the observed pulse is from the core region of the beam. It is likely that a rapid change of PA is obscured by intrinsic and instrumental smoothing. A step in position angle is observed by van Ommen et al. in the trailing half of the profile, but this looks more like a transition between orthogonal modes. PSR J1034¹3224 (436 and 661 MHz). This long-period and relatively old pulsar (characteristic age t c ϳ 10 8 yr) has an extraordinary pulse profile consisting of at least five components covering a longitude interval of more than 90Њ (D'Amico et al. 1998). Fig. 1 shows that there is weak but significant linear polarization with approximately constant PA over much of the profile. At 436 MHz, circular polarization with a sense change is observed under the strongest and central peak, clearly indicating that this is a core component. The almost constant PA shows that the impact parameter is small. This pulsar, with a broad, weak and relatively featureless leading conal component and three clear components in the trailing conal part, strongly supports the patchy cone model. The observed pulse width is at least 95Њ( Table 2 ), implying that the beam axis is nearly aligned with the rotation axis. This supports the result that old pulsars tend to be more aligned (Lyne & Manchester 1988) .
PSR J1036¹4926 (658 MHz). Strong linear polarization and marginally significant right-circular polarization are observed across the profile. There is a rapid, approximately linear PA swing with a clear orthogonal mode change in the leading half.
PSR J1042¹5521 (B1039¹55) (658 MHz). Strong linear polarization is detected over most of the profile. However, no circular polarization is observed. An intermediate value of a is indicated by the PA swing and pulse width ( Table 2) . PSR J1116¹4122 (B1114¹41) (658 MHz). As previous observations have shown (Wu et al. 1993; Qiao et al. 1995) , this pulsar has a very narrow pulse with no significant circular, and very weak linear, polarization.
PSR J1123¹4844 (435 MHz). The profile has two resolved components. Linear polarization is observed in the central part of the profile, while circular is stronger for the second component. The position angle is either constant or slowly decreasing.
PSR J1126¹6942 (434 MHz). The profile appears to have a triple form, with weak shoulder emission on both sides of the main peak. Strong linear polarization is detected from the trailing edge of the profile.
PSR J1202¹5820 (B1159¹58) (436 MHz). This pulsar was observed at 1560 MHz by Wu et al. (1993) . At this lower frequency, the degree of linear polarization is higher and the position angle is better defined. There is only a small PA variation across the profile, with a maximum rate of about 4.0 in the leading half. This pulsar is difficult to fit into the standard model, but may be a partial cone or the trailing side of a very wide beam. Weak left-circular polarization is observed over most of the profile. PSR J1210¹5559 (433 MHz). Linear and right-circular polarization are detected over the profile. There is a marginal detection of shoulder emission on both sides of the main pulse, suggesting that the latter is a core component. The PA variation appears flat, but may hide an unresolved rapid swing. (Note that the DM smearing is large for this pulsar.) PSR J1253¹5820 (436 MHz). Very strong linear polarization and weak left-circular polarization are observed across the pulse. The regular PA swing across the pulse suggests a relatively large impact parameter (Table 2) . PSR J1328¹4357 (B1325¹43) (435 MHz). This pulsar has a flat-topped profile, probably with several unresolved components of about equal strength. Strong linear polarization and left-circular polarization are observed in the trailing half, with an indication of right-circular polarization near the leading edge. The maximum PA gradient is near the leading edge which, together with the circular switch, suggests that some leading conal emission is not observed. However, in working out the beam parameters (Table 2) , we assume that the whole beam is observed. Previous observations at 1560 MHz by Wu et al. (1993) have poorer resolution, and show similar linear polarization characteristics but no significant circular polarization. The degree of circular polarization may be frequencydependent.
PSR J1328¹4921 (B1325¹49) (434 MHz). The profile has a wide leading component, and a much stronger and narrow trailing component with an obvious shoulder on the leading side. The circular polarization changes sense under the leading part of the strong component, suggesting that this is from the central part of the beam. If so, the leading conal emission is missing.
PSR J1359¹6038 (B1356¹60) (660 MHz). This pulsar has properties similar to those of the Vela pulsar -it is young and its profile is nearly 100 per cent linearly polarized. At 1560 MHz (Wu et al. 1993 ) the pulse shape is symmetrical, but at 660 MHz there is a long, almost exponential, tail. Scattering may contribute to this tail, but we do not believe it to be dominant. First, the Taylor & Cordes (1993) scattering model predicts a scattering time of ϳ2:3 ms or 6Њ : 5 at this frequency. Secondly, there is a significant rise in both the total intensity and the polarized emission in the trailing part of the profile. This rise has been seen in several independent observations, suggesting that it is intrinsic. If so, it gives strong support to the wide-beam model of , suggesting that we are seeing the leading side of the conal beam. This idea is also supported by the almost constant PA across the profile, which cannot be accommodated in the standard circular beam model. PSR J1418¹3921 (434 MHz). The profile has a sharp leading edge and an approximately exponential tail. Because of the small DM (60.5 cm ¹3 pc) and long period (ϳ1.1 s) of this pulsar, we can be sure that this profile is intrinsic and not the result of scattering. Weak linear polarization, probably with a decreasing PA, is observed.
PSR J1440¹6344 (B1436¹63) (658 MHz). Relatively strong linear polarization with an almost constant PA is observed over most of the profile. It may be from the core region of the beam or part of a very wide conal beam.
PSR J1527¹3931 (B1524¹39) (436 and 661 MHz). This longperiod pulsar (P ¼ 2:417 s) has a narrow double-peaked profile with relatively strong linear and left-circular polarization at both frequencies. The PA has a classic 'S-shape', suggesting that the line of sight passes close to the beam axis. The derived b is ¹1Њ : 2. The observed pulse width is close to twice the expected beam radius, suggesting a roughly orthogonal rotator.
PSR J1527¹5552 (B1523¹55) (658 MHz). This pulsar has a simple pulse shape with strong linear and circular polarization. The PA is nearly constant, and there is a clear reversal in circular polarization sense just before the profile peak. These properties suggest a central or core-dominated beam.
PSR J1542¹5034 (B1541¹52) (658 MHz). This pulsar has a narrow profile, with a hint of shoulder emission on each side, giving it a triple form. Significant linear polarization and circular polarization are observed.
PSR J1544¹5308 (658 MHz). This pulsar has a strong narrow component in the leading half of the profile, with weaker emission both preceding and following it. The circular polarization changes sign near the centre of the profile, suggesting a central cut across the beam. Linear polarization is significant only in the leading half, and there is a flip of slightly more than 90Њ in PA just before the peak of the narrow component. Although this appears to be resolved, it is probably a switch between (almost) orthogonal modes.
PSR J1549¹4848 (658 MHz). This young pulsar (t c ϳ 3 × 10 5 yr) has a relatively strong interpulse (pulse energy about 0.3 of that of the main pulse - Table 1 ). The centroids of the two pulse components are separated by very close to 180Њ, which suggests emission from opposite poles. However, it is interesting to note that the main pulse has a sharp leading edge and more gradual trailing edge, whereas the reverse is true for the interpulse. This morphology is the same as that of PSR B1259¹63 at high frequencies, which has been used by to argue that both components are emitted from a wide conical beam. Linear polarization is present in the central part of both the main pulse and the interpulse. For the main pulse, there is a rapid decrease in PA across the pulse; the PA variation in the interpulse is unclear. PSR J1557¹4258 (658 MHz). The profile has a basically triple form, with a somewhat broader trailing component. Strong linear polarization and right-circular polarization are observed in the central component and there is no significant variation in the position angle. The central component may be from the core region of the beam, but it has unusually high linear polarization for a core component.
PSR J1559¹4438 (B1556¹44) (661 and 1490 MHz). This pulsar was observed principally as a system check. The polarization profiles of this pulsar have been observed by McCulloch et al. (1978; 631 MHz) , Wu et al. (1993; 1560 MHz) , Manchester et al. (1980; 1612 MHz) and van Ommen et al. (1997; 800 and 950 MHz) . Our observations have better time resolution and signal-to-noise ratio but generally agree well with these earlier results.
The profile has a basically triple form, with the outlying components relatively stronger at the higher frequency, consistent with their being conal emission. Strong linear polarization is observed in all components, with clear orthogonal PA jumps on both sides of the main component. At 661 MHz, the circular polarization is weak and probably changes sense to left-hand in the second half of the main pulse. This is in contrast to the results of McCulloch et al. (1978) , at essentially the same frequency; they observed relatively strong right-circular polarization in the main component. This suggests that the circular polarization is time-variable. Another interesting difference from earlier results is that the main peak at 1490 MHz is clearly composed of two overlapping components. The sense of circular polarization changes at the junction between the two components. Emission is observed over about one-tenth of the period, suggesting a relatively small value for a; the circular beam assumptions give 37Њ (Table 2) . PSR J1559¹5545 (B1555¹55) (658 MHz). The profile has a triple form. Very weak linear, and no circular, polarization is detected.
PSR J1603¹5657 (658 MHz). This pulsar looks very similar to PSR J1557¹4258 but has a significant PA rate, giving b ϳ 6Њ : 3.
PSR J1604¹7203 (659 MHz). The wide profile consists of at least two components. Linear polarization and circular polarization are marginally detected. PSR J1604¹4909 (B1600¹49) (658 MHz). This pulsar has a triple profile (Wu et al. 1993 ) with weak linear polarization and some circular polarization. The circular polarization changes sense near the profile centre and there is a discontinuity in the PA variation at the same longitude. These observations suggest that our line of sight passes near the centre of the beam, i.e. b ϳ 0. Making this assumption, we derive an intermediate value for a (Table 2) . PSR J1622¹4332 (658 MHz). The observations of this pulsar have poor signal-to-noise ratio, but show a relatively narrow pulse with some linear polarization and a decreasing PA.
PSR J1648¹3256 (434 MHz). The pulse has a simple shape, with only marginally significant polarization.
PSR J1651¹5222 (B1647¹52) (658 MHz). The pulse profile is narrow, but has a flat top, indicating that it is composed of several overlapping components. Relatively strong linear polarization and weak left-circular polarization are detected, and there appears to be an orthogonal PA flip near the centre of the profile. Assuming this, the derived a and b are 51Њand ¹3Њ : 7, respectively. PSR J1700¹3312 (434 MHz). The profile is probably of double form and has high linear polarization, especially in the leading component.
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᭧ 1998 RAS, MNRAS 295, 280-298 Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/295/2/280/987466 by guest on 17 January 2019 PSR J1722¹3712 (B1719¹37) (658 MHz). This short-period and young pulsar has a narrow pulse with high linear polarization and a slow increase of PA across the profile. The derived impact parameter is more than 80 per cent of the beam radius (Table 2) . However, this may be another case where we are seeing only part of a wide beam.
PSR J1739¹2903 (B1736¹29) (658 MHz). This is another young interpulse pulsar with a pulse profile very similar to that of PSR J1549¹4848 and B1259¹63. Again the longitude separation of the pulse centroids is very close to 180Њ and the two pulses (as plotted) have steep outer edges and a more gradual tapering toward the middle. No significant linear or circular polarization is observed.
PSR J1741¹3927 (B1737¹39) (658 MHz). This pulsar was observed by Costa et al. (1991) near 600 MHz and by Wu et al. (1993) at 1560 MHz. The pulsar has a strong central component with weak unresolved leading and trailing components. Weak linear polarization and left-circular polarization is detected, mainly from the central component. The PA variation is complex and cannot be fitted by the rotating-vector model. However, Wu et al. (1993) observed a rapid swing of PA near the pulse centre, suggesting that the main component originates near the beam axis.
PSR J1750¹3503 (658 MHz). This pulsar has a very wide profile and high linear polarization with a gradual decrease in PA. These results suggest a large impact parameter and nearly aligned axes. The circular beam model gives a ϳ 11Њ.
PSR J1751¹4657 (B1747¹46) (434 and 1522 MHz) . This pulsar has been observed previously by Hamilton et al. (1977) at 400 MHz, McCulloch et al. (1978) at 631 MHz, and Manchester et al. (1980) at 1612 MHz. At low frequencies, a classic 'Sshaped' PA curve is seen and the profile is clearly double. The improved signal-to-noise ratio and time resolution of our observations at 1522 MHz show that this double structure persists and that there is a similar PA swing to that seen at lower frequencies. There is a clear reversal in sense of circular polarization under the leading component. It is not clear whether we are seeing a full conal beam from this pulsar, or if it is from the core region only (as was assumed by Lyne & Manchester 1988) . Parameters in Table 2 were derived, assuming that we see the whole beam, and indicate an orthogonal rotator.
PSR J1801¹0357 (B1758¹03) (661 MHz). This pulsar probably has a triple pulse profile, with a reversal in sense of circular polarization near the centre. This suggests a low impact parameter, but the low signal-to-noise ratio precludes estimation of the beam parameters.
PSR J1808¹0813 (658 MHz). This pulsar has strong linear polarization in the leading half and a slowly decreasing PA. Its beam morphology is uncertain.
PSR J1829¹1751 (PSR B1826¹17) (433 and 660 MHz) . This pulsar has a triple morphology with the central component dominating at frequencies below about 1 GHz and disappearing at higher frequencies (Izvekova et al. 1994) . At 433 MHz, the profile is wide with an approximately exponential tail. The pulsar DM is high (ϳ218 cm ¹3 pc, and so this tail almost certainly results from scattering. The observed scattering time (ϳ50 ms) is, however, much greater than the value of 9 ms predicted by the Taylor & Cordes (1993) model. Strong right-circular polarization is observed near the centre of the (unscattered) profile at both 433 and 660 MHz. Significant linear polarization is also seen at both frequencies, with a very unusual PA variation at 660 MHz. There may be an orthognal-mode transition in the leading part of the pulse. A rather similar PA variation is seen in PSR B1541+09 at 1400 MHz (Rankin, Stinebring & Weisberg 1989) ; its interpretation is unclear.
PSR J1849¹0636 (PSR B1846¹06) (658 MHz). This narrow pulse probably has a triple shape. It is very weakly polarized.
PSR J1852¹2610 (434 MHz). This pulsar has a double profile with a weak leading component (D'Amico et al. 1998 ). The present observations have lower signal-to-noise ratio, but show high linear polarization, at least in the trailing components. The PA probably decreases across the profile, and the beam parameters in Table 2 have been derived on this assumption.
PSR J1900¹2600 (PSR B1857-26) (661 and 1502 MHz). This well-known pulsar was observed principally as a system check. The profiles in Fig. 1 have better signal-to-noise ratio than in the earlier observations of McCulloch et al. (1978; 631 MHz) and Manchester et al. (1980; 1612 MHz) , and are consistent with them. The PA jump appears slightly less than 90Њ at both frequencies, but this is very likely to be an effect of slight smearing of the jump.
PSR J1901¹0906 (658 MHz). This pulsar looks like a conal double pulsar, with bridge emission connecting the two edge components and strong linear polarization. However, the position angle appears to have a maximum sweep rate at the second component, which is unexpected. It is possible that the second component is central and that the trailing conal emission is missing. Further observations with improved signal-to-noise ratio are required to clarify the interpretation.
PSR J1932¹3655 (434 and 658 MHz). At both frequencies this rather weak pulsar shows two components, both with relatively high linear polarization. The circular polarization probably changes sense near the middle of the stronger component, suggesting that this is from the core region of the beam.
PSR J1946¹2913 (B1943¹29) (434 and 658 MHz). The narrow profiles observed at both frequencies show three components: a strong central component and overlapping shoulder components. Both linear and circular polarization are detected but are relatively weak.
PSR J1949¹2524 (661 MHz). This narrow pulse profile possibly has two unresolved components with weak linear and no detectable circular polarization.
PSR J2038¹3816 (434 and 659 MHz). A narrow pulse is also seen from this pulsar, but the degree of linear polarization is higher than for PSR J1949¹2524.
PSR J2053¹7200 (PSR B2048¹72) (658 MHz). This pulsar was observed by Qiao et al. (1995) at 660 and 1440 MHz and showed an unusual sense-reversal of circular polarization at the two frequencies. Our observation at 661 MHz has a better signal-tonoise ratio, and confirms the polarization properties at this frequency. Further observations at higher frequencies are required to confirm the different sense reversal. The classic double profile has a rapid central PA swing and is relatively wide, indicating a small inclination angle. Derived beam parameters are a ϳ 27Њ and b ϳ 1Њ : 7.
PSR J2108¹3429 (661 MHz). The profile of this weak pulsar is very narrow and has significant linear polarization.
PSR J2144¹3933 (661 MHz). This very narrow pulse has all the hallmarks of a core component -weak linear polarization with a rapidly changing PA, and relatively strong circular polarization with a sense reversal near the centre. Linear depolarization certainly results from both instrumental and intrinsic smearing of the very rapid PA swing. These high-time-resolution observations show a significant feature at the trailing edge of the profile which appears to be right-circularly polarized.
PSR J2346¹0609 (436 MHz) . This is a magnificent example of a conal-double pulsar, with high linear polarization (except at the extreme wings of the profile) and a perfect 'S' PA curve. Circular polarization is confined to the trailing half and is left-hand sense, with no sign of any reversals. Compared with PSR J2053¹7200, this pulsar has a longer period (1.18 s) and hence a narrower beam radius; consequently, despite the smaller observed pulse width, the derived inclination angle (Table 2) is very similar.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We have observed the mean pulse profiles and polarization properties of 66 pulsars at 435, 660 or 1500 MHz, with 14 pulsars observed at two of these frequencies. Most of these pulsars have no previously published pulse profiles or polarization parameters, but several are strong and highly polarized pulsars, observed primarily as a system check. In general, the data for these pulsars are of better quality than those from previously published results, and so they are presented here. Observed profiles are interpreted in the context of the the circular beam, rotating-vector model (Lyne & Manchester 1988) to give impact parameters and inclination angles for the beam or dipole magnetic axis.
Several excellent examples of core and cone emission have been observed. PSRs J2053¹7200 and J2346¹0609 are classic conaldouble pulsars, and PSRs J0955¹5304 and J1604¹4909 are good examples of triple profiles. PSR J2144¹3933 has a very narrow pulse which is almost certainly from the central or core region of the beam. Circular polarization is generally strongest near the centre of the profile, but is also seen in outer or conal parts. Sense reversals are seen near the centre of the profile in several pulsars, including some with no obvious core component (e.g. PSRs J1751¹4657 and J2053¹7200). This supports the view of Lyne & Manchester (1988) that so-called 'core' emission properties are associated merely with central regions of the beam and not with a particular emission component.
Besides the previously observed pulsars, several pulsars with very high degrees of linear polarization were observed; five of the new pulsars have hLi=S of greater than 45 per cent (Table 1) . With the exception of PSR J0108¹1431, all of these have relatively short periods. With no exceptions, they have relatively simple pulse profiles (at least with present signal-to-noise ratios) and a slowly varying PA across the pulse. These characteristics are similar to those of the Vela pulsar and PSRs J0742¹2822 and J1359-6038 (Fig. 1) which suggests are one side of a wide conical beam. In this connection, it is interesting to note that the profiles for the two interpulse pulsars observed (PSRs J1549¹4848 and J1739¹2903) have a mirror-symmetry about a point mid-way between the main pulse and the interpulse, again suggesting a wide beam from a single polar region. However, in apparent conflict with this idea, in both cases, the centroids of the main pulse and interpulse are separated by 180Њ, suggesting a two-pole interpretation.
In general, the observations give strong support to the patchy cone model for pulsar emission (Lyne & Manchester 1988; Manchester 1995) . Besides the multiple components observed in high-quality observations of PSR J0742¹2822 (Kramer 1994 ; Fig. 1 ), several apparently simple components show structure when observed with high signal-to-noise ratio and high time resolution. Examples of this are PSR J1559¹4438 and probably PSR J2144¹3933. Multiple components are also observed in the long-period pulsar PSR J1034¹3224, with at least four components in the trailing conal emission. These results show that it is not only millisecond pulsars with wide profiles (e.g. PSR J0437¹4715: Navarro et al. 1997 ) that show multiple components. They cannot be accommodated in double or even triple cone models (e.g. Rankin 1993; Gil & Krawczyk 1997) . PSR J1034¹3224 also supports the patchy cone idea in another way with the leading portion of the conal beam only weakly present.
The observations presented here add significantly to the data base of mean pulse profiles and polarization parameters. Collectively, these results form the basis of much of our understanding of the pulse emission process. Further observations, especially with higher signal-to-noise ratio and at higher and lower frequencies, will be important in furthering this understanding.
